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calc_average

Description
Calculate different types of averages

Usage
calc_average(x, avg_type = "simple")

Arguments
x A Dataframe
avg_type Choosing average type. So far "simple", "geometric" and "harmonic" average are available

Value
A data frame

Examples

x <- data.frame(rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20))
calc_average(x, avg_type = "simple")
calc_compindex

Calculating composite indicator automatically step by step

Description

Calculates composite indicator by excluding the least significant variable at each step.

Usage

```
calc_compindex(
  x,
  avg_type = "simple",
  scaling_method = "min-max",
  vif_based_calc = FALSE,
  si_diff = 0.05
)
```

Arguments

- **x**: A Dataframe
- **avg_type**: Choosing average type. So far "simple", "geometric" and "harmonic" average are available
- **scaling_method**: Scaling method selection. So far "min-max" and "standardization" are available
- **vif_based_calc**: If TRUE, variable with highest VIF is removed at each step. Default value is FALSE
- **si_diff**: Tolerance for normalized Si calculation. Can be between 0 and 1

Value

A list of lists

Examples

```
x <- data.frame(rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20))
calc_compindex(x, avg_type = "simple",
               scaling_method = "min-max",
               vif_based_calc = FALSE,
               si_diff = 0.1)
```
ci_optimizer

Optimization algorithm based on fmincon

Description
Optimization algorithm based on fmincon

Usage

ci_optimizerr(x)

Arguments

x A Dataframe

Value
A data frame

Examples

x <- data.frame(rnorm(20),rnorm(20),rnorm(20),rnorm(20))
ci_optimizerr(x)


scaling

Normalization and standardization techniques

Description
Normalization and standardization techniques

Usage

scaling(x, method = "min-max")

Arguments

x A Dataframe
method Standardization or normalization technique. So far "min-max" and "standard-
ization" are available

Value
A data frame
Examples

```r
x <- data.frame(rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20))
scaling(x, method = "min-max")
```

si_linear  

*Calculate Si using linear method*

Description

Calculate Si using linear method

Usage

```r
si_linear(x, avg_type = "simple")
```

Arguments

- `x`: A Dataframe
- `avg_type`: Choosing average type. So far "simple", "geometric" and "harmonic" average are available.

Value

A data frame

Examples

```r
x <- data.frame(rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20), rnorm(20))
si_linear(x, avg_type = "simple")
```

si_linear_exc  

*Calculate Si using linear method by excluding Xi*

Description

Calculate Si using linear method by excluding Xi at each iteration while calculating Si

Usage

```r
si_linear_exc(x, avg_type = "simple")
```

Arguments

- `x`: A Dataframe
- `avg_type`: Choosing average type. So far "simple", "geometric" and "harmonic" average are available.
### Description
Calculate Si using linear method by excluding Xi using VIF

### Usage
```r
si_linear_exc_vif(x, avg_type = "simple", vif_threshold = 4.5)
```

### Arguments
- **x**: A Dataframe
- **avg_type**: Choosing average type. So far "simple", "geometric" and "harmonic" average are available.
- **vif_threshold**: Threshold for VIF. Based on this threshold variables from input data (x) are excluded for the calculations.

### Value
A data frame

### Examples
```r
x <- data.frame(rnorm(20),rnorm(20),rnorm(20),rnorm(20))
si_linear_exc_vif(x,avg_type = "simple")
```
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